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Abstract
Eye movements are crucial in understanding complex
scenes. By predicting where humans look in natural scenes,
we can understand how they percieve scenes and priotri-
aze information for further high-level processing. Here, we
study the effect of a particular type of scene structural in-
formation known as vanishing point and show that human
gaze is attracted to vanishing point regions. We then build a
combined model of traditional saliency and vanishing point
channel that outperforms state of the art saliency models.
1. Introduction
Visual attention is one of the main components in scene
understanding. Primates use eye movements to analyze
complex natural scenes in real time. As an example, Yarbus
(1967) [13] showed that verbally-communicated task spec-
ification may dramatically cause highly variable spatio-
temporal eye movements. As another example, Tanenhaus
et al. (1995) [9] tracked fixations of subjects in an object
manipulation task. They showed that visual context influ-
enced syntactic processing when subjects received ambigu-
ous verbal instructions. These two examples demonstrate
an interplay between attention and scene understanding.
Several attention models have been proposed to find
bottom-up salient regions by detecting regions that stand
out from their surroundings [6, 1, 11, 3, 4, 5, 14, 2]. Several
cues that attract attention and guide eye movements have
already been discovered (e.g., color, texture, motion, text,
face, object center-bias, scene center-bias, cultural cues, and
gaze direction). Scene structural information such as scene
gist, scene layout, horizontal line, depth, and openness in-
fluence eye movements as well as human scene categoriza-
tion [10]. Here, we systematicaly investigate the role of
vanishing point (VP) and perspective on eye movements.
In graphical perspective, a vanishing point is a 2D point
(in image plane) which is the intersection of parallel lines in
the 3D world (but not parallel to the image plane). VP can
be seen in fields, rail roads, streets, tunnels, forest, build-
ings, objects such as ladder, etc. It has been used in camera
calibration, 3D reconstruction as well as in painting. Fig. 1
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Figure 1. Example stimuli and model prediction maps. We high-
light the region surrounding vanishing point by a square. First two
rows show success cases while the last row shows a failure. In this
case, text is a more attractive cue than vanishing point.
shows some images with VPs, fixations and model outputs.
2. Data
Our stimuli are images with vanishing points from exist-
ing datasets (overall 115: 14 from DUT- OMRON [12] and
101 from MIT300 [7] dataset). These images have been
shown shuffled among other images so subjects have had
no bias in viewing them. We manually annotated VPs by
drawing rectangles around them.
3. Model
Our model is the weighted linear combination of the
saliency map and the vanishing point map (a square cen-
tered at the VP) as follows:
SM = α× S + (1− α)× V P, α = 0 . . . 1 (1)
where S is the saliency map of the original model (one of 4
models: AIM, BMS, HouCVPR, Itti.), VP is the vanishing
point map, and α is a parameter that controls the relative
influence of the two maps. We empirically found that α =
0.642 leads to best results. The final map was smoothed by
a Gaussian filter (see Fig. 1). We also optimized the size of
the VP square (i.e., window size). Fig. 2 shows performance
of our model as a function of VP window size.
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Model AIM BMS HouCVPR Itti
Oiginal AUC 0.7929 0.8323 0.7586 0.8009
VP AUC 0.6653 0.6656 0.7154 0.6755
Comb. Best AUC 0.8440 0.8707 0.8134 .8381
Ratio 0.1000 0.1000 0.1725 0.1150
Window size 40 40 69 46
Imp. vs orig. 6.44% 4.61% 7.22% 4.64%
Imp. vs VP 26.86% 30.81% 13.70% 24.07%
Table 1. AUC scores of original, VP, and combined models. The
ratio is defined as Ratio = 0.5 ∗ L/Max, where L is the length
of VP square and Max is the maximum side of the image (fixed
to 400 px). Window size is size of the VP square (= L).
Model AIM BMS HouCVPR Itti
Oiginal NSS 1.4075 1.5089 1.1764 1.3674
VP NSS 1.3339 1.3443 1.3041 1.3136
Comb. Best NSS 1.8112 2.0431 1.5762 1.6688
Ratio 0.0800 0.0650 0.0925 0.0900
Window size 32 26 37 36
Imp. vs orig. 28.68% 35.40% 39.99% 22.04%
Imp. vs VP 35.78% 51.98% 20.86% 27.04%
Table 2. NSS scores of original, VP, and combined models.
4. Results
We first show results over all data in Tables 1 and 2 using
AUC and NSS [8]. As you can see, using both scores, we
achieved a significant improvement over all baseline mod-
els (average of∼%6 improvement using AUC,∼%32 using
NSS). VP only model performs well above chance but be-
low baseline models. Our combined model shows ∼%24
improvement over the VP model (∼%34 using NSS). Our
best score is using BMS (AUC = 0.8707, NSS = 2.041).
Next, we check the statistical significance of our results.
We perform cross validation by randomly splitting data into
two halves. We train our model (i.e., finding the best α
using the learned best window size) on train set and apply
it to the test set. We repeat this procedure 20 times and
compare the means. Results of statistical tests using t-test
are as follows. AUC score of the combined model using
AIM model is 0.85 (std= 0.01) which is significantly higher
than the original model (0.8, p= 3.14e-16) and the VP only
model (0.64, p= 4.02e-22). AUC scores for the combined
model using other models (BMS, HouCVPR, and Itti) in
order are: 0.88, 0.82, 0.84 and all are significantly higher
than the original and VP only models (p ≤ 1e-17). The
original model scores better than the VP only model and
both perform significantly above chance (AUC = 0.5). We
obtain the same pattern of results using NSS score. Using
NSS, VP only model outperforms the original model. We
obtain nearly the same best α using all original models.
5. Conclusion & future work
We showed that vanishing point is an strong predictor of
eye movements in free viewing by proposing a combined
model. Since VP happens in many cases in real life when
taking pictures, we believe that adding this channel to a
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Figure 2. Performance as a function of VP map size (Length ratio).
model can in general enhance fixation prediction power.
We intend to study the followings in our future work: 1)
Do people prioritize vanishing points in presence of other
salient regions in a scene? We will design behavioral studies
(using reaction time) to study this, 2) We intend to apply a
auto detector for vanishing point to replace our annotations,
3) Investigate other forms of biasing vanishing point regions
(e.g., using a circle or a Gaussian), and 4) Collecting a large
dataset of eye movements on images with vanishing points.
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